“Having these ADTs available led
to us landing the load and haul
contract on a limestone mine near
Ndola, a contract we still have to
this day. We also maintain the haul
roads, limestone stockpiles and
waste dumps and now deploy a
total of nine Bell ADTs on the site.
That fleet consists of three Bell
B25D, three Bell B30D and three
Bell B40D ADTs. The latter were
bought on the used market in
South Africa and as we get paid
for every tonne of material moved,
we’ll look to replace all the smaller
ADTs with Bell B40 models in due
course. The B40D ADTs run at
around 15 litres per hour but their
larger payload gives them the
edge.”

maintenance regimes by servicing
equipment every 250 hours and
undertaking preventative
maintenance to ensure a
machine’s longevity.”

Luca Raimo is Riccardo’s younger
brother and he joined the business
in 2005. “We rely on any machine’s
value to give us production for as
long as possible and both our Bell
Excavators and Bell ADTs certainly
fill that role admirably,” he says.
“This is why we follow such strict

The Raimo brothers have been
keen to explore the benefits of Bell
Equipment’s Reman Programme,
especially during times when some
of their mining customers slow
down production. Their thoughts
are to withdraw one Bell ADT at a
time to undergo a refurbishment,

Luca is adamant that the
company’s local knowledge and
reliable equipment give them a
strategic advantage when it
comes to competing with
contractors from elsewhere. This
has seen Joe’s Earthworks and
Mining sustain lengthy contracts in
other areas such as manganese
mines and tailings dams. “Our 120
full-time employees, who are all
loyal and knowledgeable, are
definitely our biggest asset,” he
adds.

an exercise which is cost effective
in terms of adding to the longevity
of the machine at a fraction of the
cost of a new machine. This they
feel could be especially beneficial
to their Bell B30D ADTs, which have
now clocked between
18 000 and 20 000 hours. These
ADTs have performed consistently
and, at an average fuel burn of
only 11 litres an hour as reported
on their Fleetm@tic® system, have
given a great return on investment.
“We have our father, Joe, to thank
for his brave walk across the
border all those years ago into
what is now Zambia and for his
foresight, tenacity and wise
decisions in seeing the potential
beyond merely repairing vehicles.
It all started with that first brokendown excavator which saw us
buying into the quality of Bell
Equipment’s product range and
establishing a lasting business,”
both Riccardo and Luca agree.

CONEXPO sneaks in before
COVID-19 explosion

United States

In March, CONEXPO in Las Vegas, United States, provided equipment industry players one last
opportunity to meet face-to-face with customers on a large scale before the COVID-19
pandemic struck around the world.
Despite concerns about COVID-19,
industry representatives at
CONEXPO remained optimistic for
2020. Registrations totalled over
130 000 while cancellations from
international attendees were less
than 1%. US buyer attendance
increased by 8% over 2017, total
buyer attendance was up by
almost 5% and contractor
attendance grew by 14%.
Exhibitors expressed enthusiasm for
the positive engagement received
from contractors and producers
looking to purchase equipment
and manufacturers reported that
they were pleased with the overall
show and booth attendance.
Although the show closed a day
earlier than planned, CONEXPO
2020 was a success for Bell
Equipment, which occupied a
premium spot in the North Hall for
the first time. President of Bell
Equipment North America, Neville
Paynter said: “The North Hall
houses all the major equipment
manufacturers so it was important
for Bell to be a part of that and we
enjoyed increased visitor interest
as a result.

ADT technology. The six-roller
undercarriage with compound
walking beams was a hot topic of
discussion. Track life on this type of
machine is a contentious issue with
customers due to replacement
costs but it was generally
accepted that the Bell
undercarriage technology would
extend track life on our machine.
Customers also liked that the Bell
purpose-built cab is both ROPS
and FOPS certified.”
The B20E LGP was a close second
to the TC in terms of the interest it
generated. “Visitors really liked the
wide 800/45 tyres that will
dramatically reduce ground
pressure as well as the wet disc
brakes that offer sealed protection
against deep mud. The fact that it
has the same features as the large
trucks but with added versatility
was also a strong attraction,” said
Neville.

“To add an element of fun we
introduced the Bell 100 for 100
Challenge that drew crowds of up
to 30 people around the back of
the B50E to watch challengers
hang from a pull-up bar attached
to the B50E’s bin. The idea was to
hang from the bar for 100 seconds
and win $100. At the end of the
show we had eight winners from
approximately 200 try-outs.”
The Bell stand was hosted by senior,
technical and product managers
from Bell Trucks America, Bell
Equipment Company in South
Africa, and Bell Equipment North
America. “This depth of knowledge
allowed for a wide range of
questions and discussions with
visitors. We had many
complements on the friendly,
approachable attitude of the Bell
team as well as the open stand
layout that made visitors feel
welcome and not under any
pressure,” concluded Neville.

“We had our large B50E and B45E
on display, but it was the smaller
B20E Low Ground Pressure (LGP)
truck and our new Tracked Carrier,
TC7A, that were the big
attractions. They brought
customers onto the stand that may
have otherwise walked on by.”

From left: Joe’s Earthworks & Mining MD, Riccardo Raimo, with Bell Equipment Zambia MD, Mike Quin, and
Joe’s Earthworks & Mining Operations Manager, John Bradbury.
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The Tracked Carrier was
showcased centre stage on a
revolving platform. Neville
commented: “While the TC7A is a
basic piece of equipment, its
uniqueness lay in the fact it was
developed using our proven Bell
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